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INTRODUCTION
This thesis is written from the point of view of a
school official who is charged with the responsibility of taking
charge of the work of planning or reorganizing the commercial edu-
cation curriculum of a secondary school system.
It deals with certain general problems common to every
curriculum "but which are very often slighted in planning the commer-
cial courses. These are all matters of policy which must he agreed
upon before any special problems connected with commercial education
as such can be settled.
Some of the most important special problems are suggested,
problems common to all cities that try to administer this curriculum.
Before mapping out any constructive program of subj ectmatter, it is
absolutely necessary that the committees know just what policy they
are going to adopt concerning these questions. The background for
a solution of these problems was gained thru work taken with
Professor F, C, Nichols at Harvard and general reading suggested,
A specific outline of the subjectmatter to be offered
is not attempted. This thesis treats more of the general problems
to be solved and the policies to be determined before the work of
A«t«.niiy suhjentm&tter can be attempted.
*•
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THE IMPORTANCE OF A WELL DEFI1JSD CURRICULUM
It is hard to picture a business enterprise that does
not have a definite, well planned 3cheme by which the business shall
"be conducted, with a clear understanding of the procedures to be
adopted, by whom they shall be done, and the degree of thoroness
required for each job. Most of all, a business has before it ai all
times the main purpose for which it exists and it is constantly check-
ing up to see how it is succeeding in the accomplishment of this goal,
as well as looking into every suggestion for improvement. Business
has not only to keep up with the times but it has almost to antici-
pate current trends*
The education of our young people in the schools of the
country is the biggest piece of business, both by way of financial
expenditure, time and number of workers, that exists today. All will
agree without question that it is the most vital piece of business,
too, in that it concerns at some time in their life every member of
the country's society—either directly thru his own experience or thri
that of hi 3 children.
Without a definite plan of procedure in the school
business, it would quickly be plunged into the depths of failure, its
workers would turn into inefficient members of society, and its
financial supporters would be reduced in short time to the disgrace
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of "bankruptcy in the conduct of a "business whose success will affect
the life of every individual in the country, as well as in that
individual city in which he happens to live.
That is the one reason why a well planned curriculum is
necessary for every school system, no matter how small • A clear-cut
coordinated plan of procedure, understood "by all its teachers,
supported with enthusiasm byjiot only its teachers tut "by the parents
and citizens of the town, will take care of the "best interests of
every pupil in attendance, will make the administration of the schools
an easier task, and will enable the school officials to check up at
any time to see that the result 3 expected are "being brought about,
A curriculum should prevent confusion in the school system,
it should serve as a check on any sign of radicalism in teaching, and
it will give the proper sequence for the various subjects desirable
in the course of study. This sequence will result in economy of the
teacher's and the pupils' time, and will prevent any waste by
repetition, and thru this will create more interest in the work on
the part of the pupils.
No curriculum should be so set in its workings that it will
not live up to the ideal of every successful business—to look ahead
and investigate the new thoroly. Schools should not only keep abreast
of the times but should anticipate the best movements for society,
and each curriculum must be flexible enough to provide for this
vision into the future.

At first, our school curricula were
_
concerned only with the
academic, "bookish subjects. Early 3chool teachers were restricted
in their points of view. But nineteenth century developments in
industrial, economic, commercial, agricultural, and political affairs
have changed this 3mug narrowness and have resulted in a widening of
the field and scope of education.
Business has "become insistent on having trained workers
for its offices. It can no longer spend time training "boys and girls
in elementary "basic work which can "be undertaken "by the schools.
Schools are needed to carry on this work sat is fectorily and for the
public good. This job was early seized by private individunls and
the r°Tilt was a succej^ful ] io:-cy-reking venture for them. Private
schools are scattered thickly thruout our country and to all appear-
ances they seem to be doing an acceptable job, Students are taken by
them at any age, given a bit of intensive training, and placed in an
initial job. These students are narrowly trained and yet students
flock to them. This seems to show that there is need for a kind of
education that we do not now give in our public schools, or else
that these boys and girls, as well as their parents, do not understani
.
what our public schools really can do for them in the way of training
them for an initial business position.
There are more than two thousand private school enterprises
in the United States, some reputable and some decidedly inferior.
The Philadelphia School Survey of 1920 brought out the fact that for

every pupil enrolled in a public high school, there was another in a
private commercial school*
Citizens have "begun to assert their rights, however. Surely
their children have .lust as much right to receive education at public
expense in oar high schools if they want to train for business as if
they wanted to go on to college. The poorer man who can't afford to
send his children to college has an equal claim on the facilities of
the school.
Schools have "been slow in recognizing the justice of this
demand, and commercial suhjects have "been introduced grudgingly into
most high school programs. Other new subjects, too, have been added
for practical use due to public demand; and the emphasis has slowly
shifted from education for intellectual culture and formal discipline
to the broader, more democratic view of education for social efficiency
With the reluctant introduction of these new subjects, the
narrow curriculum of the old regime has "become crowded. Elementary
science, health work, thrift, agriculture, school gardening, manual
training, cooking, sewing, modern language, shop work, and physical
training are a few of the subjects added besides the commercial work.
No wonder we must stop, take an inventory, eliminate old stock, and
keep the new down to certain standards*
"Our educational aim has been stated in general terms, and
as our schools have "been asked to assume increased responsibilities,
the additions to the curriculum—at least in the details—'have not
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always been consistent with that aim. Furthermore, the requirements
of adult life have changed, and subjectmatter that at one time
possessed direct value in the education of children has "become ob-
solete or at least is relatively low in the scale of value when com-
pared with more recent additions to the curriculum. In view of the
present congested curriculum and the ever-present pressure to include
new subjects, it is highly imperative that we have a detailed evalu-
ation of the oresent content of our curriculum and of proposed
additions « This evaluation 3hould he made on as objective a basis as
possible* For this reason scientific curriculum studies render a
valuable service to our schools. H * Thus does Professor Monroe sum
up the present situation and the need for a well defined curriculum.
Relatively few eliminations have been made, in spite of
additions, and the result is that the curriculum of both the elemen-
tary and of the high school is now greatly congested* It is a
question of eliminating certain specific subjects in favor of others
of more value, a matter of evaluating procedures and confining
offerings to those of most material value to the greatest number of
students. Everything can*t be offered and done well, therefore a
curriculum must plan out step by step, defining the progress to be
achieved in the six years of secondary school toward the achievement
of the final £oal of its pupils.
The avoidance of confusion, resulting in ultimate ruin,
is the main reason for having a definite, separate curriculum in
1 Monroe, Walter S. •Making a" Course of Study" Urbana, 111,
by Bureau of Educational Research, Bull.#35 Jept. 1925
Vol. XXIII #2 University of Illinois p 3

commercial subject a; and the time spent in making it as efficient
as possible should "be charged up to the profit side of the school
ledger.
At the same time, it must he remembered that a curriculum
is the general plan* The specific courses must he planned, too,
hut only after the general plan of aim3 and policies has been deter-
mined. No plans must be 30 detailed as to kill a teacher's originali1|jy
and spontaneity, but this is subject for another report, even tho it
is so vital a point in curriculum making that it cannot be passed
over without mention in this preliminary general statement.
Monroe stresses this point when he states, "The teachers
of a school system are engaged in a cooperative enterprise,. They
are assumed to be working together, striving to accomplish a common
purpose, namely, the education of children. To each teacher certain
phases of this task are assigned. In order that a cooperative enter-
price may be efficient, it is necessary that the workers be fur-
nished with detailed specifications and directions concerning the
ta3k which each is to perform. One would not employ a contractor to
erect a building without providing him with detailed architectural
plans and specificati ons . V,rith these at hand, the contractor may
assign specific ta3k3 to the various workers ishom he employs and know
that if each performs his ta3k properly a satisfactory building
will be erected,
"A course of study consists of specifications and directions
relating to educating children,—Without a course of study a teacher
<_ (.
r
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works more or less in the dark. Altho individually the teachers of a
school system may he capable, industrious, and conscientious in their
work, they will not except "by accident coordinate their efforts in the
test way unless they are provided with a good course of study*" ^
ITonroe emphasizes the idea of planning in the curriculum
e.
work, but it might seem that his comparison to a contractor's salifi-
cations is a hit dangerous in that it is apt to restrict the teacher's
individual initiative.
1 Monroe, Walter 3. "Making a Course of Study" Urhana, 111.
University of Illinois, Bureau of Sd. ResearcBept. 1925
Vol. XXII #2 p 4
» —
THE UltPOBTANCE OF AIMS WD OBJECTIVES
1 *
The only return the public expects from its "business of
educating its young people is the production of better members of
society. The school business can 3how no financial profit as such,
but its returns can be of more material profit to society than any
other enterprise. The caliber of its citizens determines the ultimate
success of a country, its happiness and prosperity. People of all agei
have been interested in educating their children for the upholding of
their social standards and the improvement of their race.
It is in the upbuilding of the individual character that
the general social composite can be maintained and raised to a higher
degree of efficiency.
This is the main and only aim of education. There are
many subdivisions to thi3 general goal, however, and it is in the
planning for the attainment of these contributing ends that curriculum
construction finds its necessity.
Social conditions are in a constant state of flux and
minor adjustments must frequently be made to the general plan of edu-
cation; but the final choice of subjectraatter for a school curriculum
must rest upon an analysis of the activities that make up the lives
of men, together with the abilities and personal qualities needed for
their performance.
Bohbitt has accordingly analyzed man's activities into
ten main divisions, which he maintains should be the objectives of all

education and hence the aima of all curriculum making.
These objectives include: language activities by Tjiiich
society maintains its communication with itself and other organizations
health activities by means of which society survives; citizenship
activities; social activities, meeting and mingling with other members
of society; leisure time activities by means of which citizens find
their recreation and amusement; religious and home activities; activitifc!
of keeping one*s self mentally fit —anal ogous to the health activities
of keeping physically fit; unspecialized or non-vocational practical
activities; and the activities connected with the labors of one*s
calling. |
Many social agencies contribute to the ultimate attain-
ment of these aims—the home, the church, and non-school as well as
school activities; but it is the duty of the public school system to sej^
that each is reached, if not by some other agency adequately, then by
the school itself,
Bobbitt*s ten objectives have been boiled down to seven
—
health, command of the fundamental processes, worthy home membership,
vocation, citizenship, worthy use of leisure, and ethical character
—
by a committee of the National Educational Association, and these
have been termed the Seven Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education.^
Bobbitt, Franklin "How to Make A Curriculum" Houghton, ?!ifflir
pp 8-9 Few York, 19 ?A
U. S, Bureau of Education Bull. *35 "Cardinal Princi^l^ of
Secondary Education" Washington, D.C, 1916
-9-
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These should form the foundation objectives of every secondary school
Curriculum today, no matter what its subjectmatter and specific aims*
Education can't he all general, however. Up to a certain
point it must he the same for all, hut the familiar slogan "equal
opportunity for every individual member in a democracy" does not mean
equal educational training for all* "Real democratic education con-
sists—hot in giving all children the same education, hut in so
adapting education to individual capacity that every child may have
the opportunity, each according to hia ability, to become superior in
something, to the end that each may be able to give successful service
in a normal social group."^-
The main background should be the same, but differences
in the original make-up and environment of various pupils make
•
variations in their school training necessary. Early school education
is aimed at giving the hoy a grasp of the fundamental processes and
lays the foundation for all the seven main objectives.
The aim of making the boys and girls good economic members
of society means that they must make theirrown way, be independent,
and carry their own lead. This means that they must be able to make
their own living in the world; and in the complex commercial and
industrial opportunities offered by social life today, it means that
the school must give them preparation for or training in that initial
occupation which will assure them the greatest amount of future succes
In the differentiations of the various classes of current
occupations for which the school should train, the whole problem
3.
1 Burnhara, William H. "The Normal Mind" D. Applet on & Col New Y »rk
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of special curriculum construction is of vital importance to the
successful achievement of the vocational aim.
Thru the opportunities offered "by a carefully planned general
preliminary curriculum, the pupil is enabled to discover for himself
the field of endeavor in which he wishes to concentrate his vocations
activities. Obviously he can't take up a little "bit of everything
and "become efficient as a member of society to a degree justified by
the expense he has been to the school. Therefore choice is requisite
Koos rejoices in ntftZ^j that "so far as a philosophy of
American secondary education is concerned, all our outstanding leader
appear to agree that among the major educational objectives, that of
occupational efficiency should be included." 1 The specific occu-
pational ourriculum in which the present paper is most concerned is
that comprising the commercial subjects.
In a general way we all have an immediate general conception
of what commercial training is; but that th# objectives of this cours
differ materially in many cases is shown by studies and analyses
made of actual alms. Carter V. Good simmarizes these main objective
as a result of a comprehensive study. Arranged in order from
highest to lowest frequency, allowing for considerable overlapping,
the list reads: 2
1. Koos, Leonard 7. "American Secondary School" p 153
Ginn & Co., N.
2. Good, Carter V. Journal of Commercial Education, Vol, 56,#9
L
>
I
I
»
r
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1. A means of earning a living
2. Basic training for later life
3. Introductory training of vocational nature
4. Aid in discovery and development of ability
5. Make future commercial education more vital
and meaningful
6. Give training for citizenship
7. Train to interpret "business records and
summarize results
8. Afford practice in handling routine "business
transactions
9. Should correlate knowledge of position with practic
10, Make acquaintance with local industries
11, Serve as try-out for purpose of vocational guidanc^
12. Impart knowledge of "bookkeeping, principles, and
of good "business procedures
13. Show how various interests are interwoven
14, Understand organization of different "businesses
15. Train for leadership in commercial pursuits
16» Preparation for college
17. Inculcate habit of thrift
18. Extend local principles that are developed to world
commerce
19. Train for personal happiness and enjoyment
It is hard to realize that teachers of commercial subjects
should give such vague, meaningless, and sometimes utterly wrong
objectives for their teaching efforts as those listed above from
Mr. Good's survey. But these answers were obtained thru the ques-
tionnaire method and only the reasons that were given many times were
quoted. Surely there should be some agreement between teachers as to
what they are trying to do before they can hope to do a successful
piece of work.
One of the best definitions of commercial education, its
aims included, is given by Professor Nichols, who defines it as
"a phase of vocational education that has for its primary purpose the
preparation of boys and girls for entrance upon commercial employment
-12-
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with reasonable prospects of succeeding in their work by reason of
the possession of
1. A general education of substantial amounts
2. A fund of general business knowledge
3. A degree of occupational intelligence
4* Some social intelligence
5, An initial occupational skill
6, A proper attitude toward a life work
7, Ethical standards in accordance with which
their life work is to be accomplished,'*
Obviously these specific objectives, roughly divided into
general educational background studies, general business training
subjects, and technical skill subjects in which the commercial worker
must be more or less skilled and specialized, according to the degree
of responsibility he wishes to assume in social life, must form the
background of objectives upon which a commercial curriculum must be
built up.
Differences in final goals will cause various points of view
within the general commercial course; and the ideal high school
curriculum will give as wide an opportunity as possible to its studenti
to select the type of work+he| Inmost interested in and most adapted tc
in which to become highly skilled, Dewey's contention is true that
our democracy will not be a real democracy until education makes it
its chief concern to release distinctive aptitudes in thought, art,
and companionship. This means not only differentiation of programs
1 Quoted from chapter by P, C, Nichols on Meaning of Commercial Education
in book entitled "Paths to Success " pp 247-270 by Black et a]
1927
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hut opportunities to specialize within the field of differentiation.
It ia one thing to choose the commercial curriculum as a general
field, hut school objectives must include a certain amount of specia]
training within the field so that the boy will "be a more acceptable
worker.
The one main objective—social "betterment— is the basis
on which to "build up these smaller curriculum divisions. All these
specific ohjectives must be divided again into many detailed
objectives under each heading, and the diverse elements must he
"blended together to form a constructive curriculum which will meet
the needs adequately of as many future citizen* as possible.
Curricula can never he fixed and statis. Ohjectives must
ever he evaluated, eliminated, or added to as the need arises; hut
their formulation is worthy of the tireless thought of educators
everywhere.
The definition of commercial education makes it clear that
it is a form of vocational education. Its aim has always "been vocational
,
yet its organizers and. teachers have persistently allied themselves
with the academic department of the high school. Its courses have
heen sandwiched rather grudgingly into high schools. Methods have
heen necessarily academic "because academic subjects have hitherto
held sway, and subjectmatter "bookish; and supervision has usually
heen by school folks who had never heen trained in "business or
every-day work experience.
< <
» a
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Nor were the vocations receptive to the idea of including
commercial education as part of their division. Their training is
mor'-'-'rn, not tied too fcightlj around by traditions. ,,7hen commercial
teachers felt so cor.taminpt-d if tfcey by chance had to associate with
the vocational departments, they were even more unwelcome to the
vocational field.
It ia interesting to note in this connection that even the
Federal Government would not at first include commerce as a part of
vocational training. It has not obtained the recognition that will
put it on an equal basis with the other vocations, and probably never
will; but The Federal Depaxtment has been of great help to commercial
education thru its research work and studies*
Under a very liberal interpretation, the Smith-Hughes Law
allows aid only for the part-time classes in business conducted on the
cooperative plan, and for continuation or evening classes for those
over fourteen who have left school and entered employment,
Eerhaps this will work out to the ultimate advantpre of
commercial education, in allowing it freedom in it3 workings from too
close federal dictation and supervision. At any rate, it has succeede
in winning recognition as one of the four vocational groups. Its
connection with the vocational has been assured. Now the transition
from academic to vocational must be brought about gradually but
securely. Cooperative classes are still hampered by the rigid
academic school schedules \jfcich do not adapt themselves to the
l
#
cooperative 3cheme.
The curriculum maker in commercial education must "bear this
relation constantly in mind, for the temptation will he strong to
lapse hack into academic ideals. He must know the objectives of
commercial training and should hold to them. A comn^rcial subject has
as its aim "u3e" and it cannot accomplish it3 aim if the distinct
aim of college preparation ia worked into the course hy an interfering
•cademic department. It has prohably heen this weakness in the past
that has led to its continued connection with the academic.
• The curriculum planner must develop a clear-cut understanding
of the vocations for which the commercial department can m-epare, of
just what each of these vocations requires in the way of preliminary
training, or what training the school can give, making allowance for
all the life needs of a citizen, and finally of what constitutes
efficient vocational training.
Bohhitt claims that each occupation demands a separate list
of ahilitiea and must he analyzed separately. The needs of general
education must he taken care of, plus those of the hoy 'snspecialized
training. For each occupation a careful study is needed to find out
the amount of tir e needed to achieve a given standard of proficiency
and the course should then he of this length.
Commercial education has most in common with vocational'
education, hut the methods of "building up vocational courses cannot he
followed too closely in huilding up a commercial curriculum.
Educators must have confidence in their own ohjectivea, for
«)
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no one else will do this for them. There are always non-vocational
elements which are essential to success in the "business world. This
is why 3uch great emphasis should be laid on the social subjects in
the curriculum. The vocational phase of the course can never be
overlooked, however, else the objectives shall not he realized.
In connection with this situation, S* W* Barnhart of the
Federal Board for Vocational Education condemns the present commercial!
education system in the high 3d ool* "The organization of our high
school commercial courses has not been and is not now vocational.
Commercial subjects having as their goal a contribution to general
education only, are as old as public education in this country;
vocational education is a recent concept in our educational scheme.
The welding of the two, to produce a vocational commercial education
will probahly result in an entire reorganization of our present day
commercial practices* Established traditions, as well as the influence
of the college preparatory concept of the high school, have all con-
tributed to the making of our present scheme of commercial education*
Condemnation can rightfully go to those teachers who will not face
the facta and contribute to making the adjustments necessary in develop-
ing a real vocational commercial education." ^
1 Earnhart, E.W* "Facing the Facts about High School Commercial Education
Article in Vocational Education Magazine Vol* I#]
September, 19ZZ

VJHAT 13 THE MATTES WITH OUR PRESENT CJREIC JLOl.I?
The crowded condition of our present school curriculum has
already "been mentioned. No definite plan has "been followed in intro-
ducing the subjects—as the need arose they were edged in somewhere-—
and the result is that our public school commercinl students are
receiving for the moat part a hit or miss training that does not fit
them for satisfactory work in general "business* They could succeed
almost as well if they followed the straight high school general
course and did not attempt to gain their specialized training*
This fact is substantiated by the survey of the Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, school survey made in 1925. The report states,
"No commercial curriculum which emphasizes only bookkeeping, shorthand,
and typewriting can be relied upon to furnish any very definite con-
ception of the duties of any of the positions represented in the list
obtained from a survey of jobs held in business by high school boys and
girls, with the exception of the few who held Positions as bookkeepers
,
stenographers, billing or ledger clerk* Thirty-nine different positions
were found.
"Of the 159 employees interviewed, 127 had received some kin.
of business training in private or public schools, and only 32 had
received their training on the job.
"It is significant that of the 127, only 27 had received
bheir business education exclusively in the high school, while 74 had
received it in a private school* These facts indicate that in all
-IB-

probability a great many boys and girls are deterred from entering high
school at all for business training, preferring to go to the private
business school where they will not be required to devote their entire
time to academic subjects for a year or two Lefore they are permitted
to take the kind of training they desire, There is every reason to
believe that the figures obtained in this canvas would hold good for
the entire city."*
It was interesting to note that of the 27 mentioned as
tiaving obtained their business training in the high school, eight make
no particular use of bookkeeping or stenography, tho these subjects
constitute the commercial course in the high school* Five used book-
keeping only, nine required a little knowledge of stenography, and for
the others the business training given them in school served only as
incidental education.
A survey of the St. Louis Public Schools revealed a lack of
equipment for effective teaching of commercial subjects,, There was als
i decided lack of uniformity as regaras the courses as offered. Some
schools had short courses, some had only four year courses, while some
lad both. To me, this may or may not be an undesirable feature, all
1 Quoted from Lancaster, Pa., Report on a Survey of Certain Aspects of
the City Jchool District Sec. IV on Vocational Education 1925
-19-
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depending it would seem on the individual needs of the students
attending; "but in a large school system where transfer "between school
is frequent, there must be some uniformity of requirements so that
efficient standards may "be maintained.
Judd, who conducted the St. Louis survey, made as his
main recommendation for improvement that better teachers be trained
for these subjects; and once secured, these teachers should be allowe
to specialize rather than try to teach every subject offered in the
commercial course.
One interesting point brought out by Judd in this
St. Louis Survey was that few pupils were found to follow the one-
year short business coarse; and the opinion of all teachers was that
it should be discontinued* ^
Lyon's survey of general commercial education conditions
brought out in addition to the congested curriculum and the poorly
defined aims, the great lack of uniformity in administering commercial
courses. His research work brought out some striking faults with our
school system and his conclusions are used as the basis for this
section of the paper. Questionnaires were sent out to 225 high school
2thruout the country and replies were received from 136.
Courses were found varying in length from one to four yean
with two years being the most popular length. No standard amount of
1 Survey of the St. Louis Public Schools, by Charles H. Judd, 1916
2 Lyon, Levere-fct S. "A Survey of Commercial Education in the Public
^r.hnnla nf t.he Ilni t. «ri .'.t. «+. ou. .inhnnl T?Avi aw X* V.laman'hiiriv .'lnh«
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Journal Vol. II,#5, Sept. 1919. Supplenentary Monographs
University of Chicago, 111.
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time was specified for pursuing the various required subjects
themselves was revealed.
Commercial work and academic training have "not established
intimate relations" and yet it is with the academic departments that
the commercial has "been connected. Its ideals are bad. It has never
allied itself with the traditional purposes of American high schools.
"There has "been an attachment, but not a coalescence.
The purpose of secondary education has been variously expressed. It
has "been called general, cultural, training for citizenship. The
traditional courses of the high school have "been organized into
various groups under vario s heads, hat always—poor as the accomplish^
ment may have "been—the high school function ha3 been conceived as one
of socialization. In this aim the high school commercial course has
not liberally participated. Boyjid by traditions and encouraged by
circumstances, it has adhered to its narrow utilitarian ends." *
''The possibilities of the curriculum either as a utilitarian
or as a social course have not been perceived; or, if they have been,
that perception has not been expressed by an adequate organization of
work."
The importance of the director of the commercial program
cannot be overstressed,—not only of the course as a whole unit tut
of various subjects which fringe on other curricula, as for instance,
English. "As the teacher'3 interests are bent, so will the course be
inclined." 2 Lyon found courses supervised by academic teachers for
t
the most part and the curriculum planned by men whose main interest
1 Lyon Survey, p24
2 " " p33
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was college preparation.
Lack of correlation between subjects was found to "be the
rule. Relations between subjects are close in commercial work and
should be made very evident to the pupil; for lack of correlation
means a great waste of time and effort from overlapping and duplication
The pupil should be able to see each subject he stu-dies in its true
perspective so that he can fuse them into a "unified intelligence*.
This is the idea emphasized so strongly in the current discussions of
psychological arrangement of subjects, rather than keeping each subjeci
in its own logic tight compartment. In commercial work, more easily
than in any other one field, can this idea be worked out satisfactorily,
Lyon does not blame the school, its teachers and organiser!
,
alone for the present state of affairs. He practically absolved the
individual teacher in his final conclusion: "Handicapped as he is by
textbooks of narrow view, by a public demand of still more limited
vision, by utilitarian traditions, and by more work than any one persoij
can do well, small wonder that the high school teacher has not effected
the correlation and organization of work which might be desired." ^
In the Lancaster Purvey it was found that there was no
evidence that any subjects except typewriting and shorthand were
functioning as vocational training.
Then, too, it wa3 found that neither the teachers nor the
administrative officers have sensed the fact that modern business
falls for new types of commercial training. It doesn't seem to have bejjsn
discovered, states the Report, by those who are interested in commercie
-22-
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education that the pupils now receiving the conventional training
make comparatively little use of the training they receive* Possibly
a few of them do in their initial occupations, hut not a large
proportion.
The Lancaster survey does not "blame the heads of depart-
ments for this failure to adapt the commercial courses to the needs
of pupils and "business requirements; for these heads of departments
were found to be required to teach almost as many periods as regular
teachers. They can hardly be expected to have very much time or energ r
to devote to a study of local business conditions and requirements,
which would enable them to modify their offerings in accordance with
the best modern practice in the field of commercial education*
by the Lancaster ourvey
Among the defects listed/were the following:
l t There is not enough choice allowed to students* The
same business subjects are required for all in the same form, regardlei
of their natural ability, special aptitudes, or vocational interest*
2. The commercial course is organized on the assumption that
all will stay in high school for four years. Business subjects don't
even begin until the later years, and thus serve to keep many out.
Not even a beginning can be made during the first year, so these students
go to a private business school.
3. Ancient history and algebra are among the subjects include*,
in the commercial curriculum* These subjects are of doubtful value
and they may serve to prejudice students against the commercial course
as offered in the high school.
-<
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4, The introductory subject to the commercial course i3
commercial arithmetic which is on a full-time "basis for a whole year.
Students going into business positions as a general rule do not need
such intensive study of arithmetic and it would best be combined with
elementary business training, which would prove more interesting and
helpful to the young students,
5, The work in shorthand was found not to be up to a
satisfactory standard; but this was not due to poor teaching, the
report claimed. How could the situation be otherwise, it asks, when
every student whether he is adapted to the study or not is required to
take the shorthand course if he elects the business curriculum?
6. No provision for office practice was found as such.
7. Bookkeeping was regarded as an unprepared subject in th !
third year of high school, which was the first year for the study of
bookkeeping. This shows lack of appreciation of the importance of
the subject and ignorance of the knowledge of the best methods of
teaching it. Class time should be reserved for discussions, work being
prepared outside of school time.
8* The survey showed a great need for adequate supervision
of commercial education, study of local conditions and of the school
population.
A summary of the main recommendations made by the committee
who conducted the Lancaster Survey as regards commercial education
suggests the remedy for & great many of these defects. First of all,
•
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adequate supervision is needed—not only to revise the present program
and guide it during the period of readjustment "bat supervision for all
time. The right kind of supervision will prove a steadying influence
in the school system; but to accomplish it3 purposes it must be the
helpful, sympathetic type that coope ates with every individual teacher,
gets into intimate contact with the teachers and the pupils, knows
business subjects thoroly, and knows the requirements of business*
On top of all, of course, the good supervisor must understand psycholog;
j
of individuals in order to be tactful, diplomatic, and to get along in
ler job as smoothly as possible.
In addition to supervision, a balanced program was
recommended consisting of three distinct types of work:
1. General Education
2. Vocational skill education
3. Related or general business knowledge
To accomplish this, differentiated programs were recommendec
,
>roviding for specialization within the field chosen. The suggested
tifferentiations were for stenographic work, clerical training, retail
elling, and bookkeeping.
It
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IIBTHOD 0¥ ?HDCED\SKi FO:? BUILDING A CUH^ICULUI.T
The natural reaction when the need arises for the int roductioi
of a new program in the high school or the revision of an old curri-
culum is to study the courses of study, method, aims, etc. of other
communities and to adapt the best one to our own needs.
The individual school system should, however, prepare its
own curriculum. It should seek help and suggestions elsewhere; "but
after all, it is the needs of its own citizens that it is caring for,
^nd no ready-made course of study can adequately fit them in every
respect. According to Bobbitt, the group making the curriculum should
not accept second hand thought. It should do its own seeing, thinking,
judging and deciding* It should locate its own goals definitely
before planning the means to reach them. This last is the major task
of curriculum making, but it must be done after the first general
survey*
The making of the curriculum is just as important in the
conduct of the high school as is the choice of teachers to carry on
the class work. The curriculum is made first many times, and the
teachers may be chosen afterwards; but they should be selected only
after it has been definitely determined just vdiat shall be done in
the commercial course.
The task of planning a curriculum should be done only after
a careful, painstaking preliminary study of the nedds of the students
" < c
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traditions as regards methods and suhjectmatter have already "become
deep rooted, and resistance to change is marked. Tha curriculum
planners will have a hard joh; and here more than in any other case,
reorganization work must he slow
—
gradually "brought ahout thru
/ the cooperation and confidence of every memher of the teaching staff.
Resistance to change must he surely hut subtly "broken down.
Certain general characteristics of curriculum planning must
he met, however, as preliminary steps; and this section of thi3
report will outline "briefly the difficulties to he found in every
curriculum proLlem, no natter what its nature.
First of all comes the question: "/ho should plan the new
curriculum and who should make the various studies and surveys?
The Superintendent , as head of the school system, should tak|
keen interest in the plans and should help in every way possible
when appealed to; hut further than this, he should not venture unless
the nlans are not retting on.
The high school principal should take a more active part,
for he is really the one to administer the new curriculum. He must
keep the teachers content, he must continually stimulate them, and
he is the medium thru which the parents appeal. Therefore he must
understand the motives "behind the curriculum and the specific goals
to he striven for.
The school committee should follow the policy of ''hands off"
hut they 3hould study the plans suggested and give their honest
advice. The committee working on the curriculum should remember,
(
however, that the school committee are the ones upon whom the succesp
of their plan will depend, for it must pass on their suggestions.
The committee as a rule are composed of "business men of the community
and it will be. only courteous to them to ask their aid in making th<
various surveys necessary for the preliminary work.
It is vital to successful carrying on of the plan if the
teachers themselves can do most of the work. In a system already
established, it would he advisable to call an assembly of all the
teachers interested in the work of the commercial curriculum.
Teachers not interested actively but whose school work will concern
these pupils should be approached and won over to the cause, also.
The principal should explain to these assembled teachers
the object of the meeting, the need for reorganization of the preserjj;
courses, or the need for the introduction of commercial work into
the school. All teachers should work together at first in formulot
objectives and methods of attaining thera.
It is self evident that all can't determine the final con-
clusions because the number may be too large; but the smaller working
committees 3hould be selected by the teachers themselves
whenever possible so that they will feel that they are doing the
work themselves and are not having it pushed down upon their heads
by an authority higher up who does not understand their immediate
problems
•
A group of teachers who engage in the making of a course oi
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study will possess a clearer anderstanding of its content than is likel
to "be attained "by the teachers of a school system which ndopts a coursi
of study ready-made, 'i^hen, too, teachers are likely to be much more
in sympathy with -specifications and directions which they have had a
part in formulating or which they know have "been planned "by fellow-
teachers. Knowing that actual classroom teuchers have made up the
plans and that they have the privilege of recommending revisions whose
advisability can be demonstrated, they will try harder to make them
successful. 'Joachers , as well as pupils, often find incentives are a
great spur to greater effort.
rhe making of a curriculum provides a definite purpose for
all members of the instructional and supervisory staff. Even if the
resulting plan were not needed for more efficient teaching, its con-
struction would constitute a valuable project for the training of teach i
as well as bringing them together working for a common end.
After the preliminary general studies have been made and
general ai is have been decided upon, it is best to organize into
special committees for the various subject divisions, letting the
teachers themselves select their chairman, "i^ach committee should work
independently on their subjectmatter studies; yet the final results
must be discussed before general meetings of the cr#a)rmen, preferably,
for general meetings of all committers might prove unwieldy.
In the selection of the chairman of the various committees,
the superintendent or principal may be diplomatic in advising, always
t<
•
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remembering that a chairman must possess the quality
of leadership
and mast have an intimate acquaintance with the subject a with -vwhich
the committee is to deal, ~Jhe final choice must he left with the
teachers nevertheless.
The cooperative, willing attitude of the teachers is
paramount to the success of this plan; and it is easy to win if the
teachers are approached correctly. If they feel that the new
surveys are going to work them out of their jobs, if they don't
understand them and their purposes, they will naturally be a bit
reticent about working on the preliminary and final studies^ but if
they are led to realize that these studies are made only with the
aim of giving them more essential, better planned, and more easily
administered courses, they will cooperate heart and soul with the
directors of the survey*.
ohall an expert be called upon? Yea, perhaps, for advice;
but not to draw up a curriculum which will be forced upon the teaching
staff. If an expert is too active in the procedures, the teachers
will become gradually more retiring and will hesitate to speak out
so freely in the meetings. The consequences will be that the plan
will not be one made by the teachers.
The services of an expert as an advisor are indispensable.
He will guide and stimulate to more intensive studies. A good
specialist will understand the psychology of teachers enough to know
enough to keep his personality from dominating the work. Then, the
teachers will feel that they are drawing up the program, its aims
31
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and methods; and they will know ufriat it is all about. 3y doing their
beat work in carrying it out, they will justify their studies.
With the teachers ready to work on the new curriculum and
the general organization of the work planned, there are certain
preliminary studies that must be made before the actual planning of
the curriculum cones.
First of all, study the needs of the community in which
the high school is situated. This study should be comprehensive and
time mast be allowed to neke it detailed enough to be useful to the
curriculum maker. The teachers of the commercial subjects should
make it in cooperation with representatives of the business interests
of the community. The teachers must make it; for then they will
appreciate all the more the conditions in the community under vfrich
the commercial courses are being given,
Experience with practical life, business atmosphere as
well as varying home conditions, will never hurt any teacher; it will
be a broadener and will give her a more objective appreciation of the
difficulties under which her pupils work.
The importance of having representatives of the business
interests of the town work on this committee cannot be over-emphasiz e<
for then they will be more interested in following the work of the
high school, furthering its interests wherever possible, and helping
its graduates win employment when opportunity presents—for they will
feel that they are in part responsible for the success of a plan whicl
Lhev helped eJLecule.
-3 P.-
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This survey will help interpret the needs of commercial
students and the educational values of the subjects to "be given
in the school.
Then will come a study of the community population, where
its people come from. Foreign "born communities demand different
types of general training and more emphatic treatment of integrating
and Americanization problems than do staunch, Hew England bom towns
More attention to health and social training will turn out more
valuable citizens in foreign sections than will three or four years
of more specialized skill education.
The number of children in the town and an estimate of the
call there will be for commercial courses must be investigated.
This can never be determined accurately, but an advance judgment
is necessary as a basis for successful curriculum planning.
Public support of the schools, local interest in school
problems and activities, and the financial backing the school system
receives—all these are important in the survey of local conditions.
If change is blocked at every step, if additional funds for equipment
are hard to ret, and if the parents are lackadaisical in their
attitude toward school matters, then the curriculum maker must procee
in a more cautious, diplomatic manner. He must fact the problem of
arousing their favorable attitude towird the proposed change. This
preliminary work for him will nean success or failure for his plan.
Once raised, he must maintain the helpful attitude and guard against
i
anv false atep Hill 11 the plan
—
tv—iw ti up 1 ly—in working order* =
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If the citizens are actively interested in proposed changes
and are willing to cooperate in the work, the problem is simplified
and will not require so much preliminary proceedings "before the
actual planning is "begun.
Another 3tudy mu3t be made of the children of the
community. Are they of average ability, are there many problem
children, or are the majority of them children of wealthy, well-
educated parents, college people, who have every opportunity to have
the right home atmosphere for cultivating studious ha"bits? Hone
3tudy conditions will determine in large way the methods to he used in
the schools. If conditions are poor, the problem of supervised study
in the schoolrooms should he given consideration. Less home work shou|d
he assigned and more attention directed in school to teaching right
habits of study. If conditions at home are favorable, this natter
of administrative adjustment won't be so important.
Community health must be studied and the opportunity the
children have for learning right habits in the home or thru outside
agencies. If they don't have playgrounds, or if they don't acquire
correct habits in their homes, then the school must make allowance
for giving this training as part of the school work, even at the
expense of the vocational courses. For the basis of successful work
in any line is the possession of good health; therefore this must
come before any special commercial considerations in planning this
husinwaa curriculum,

A careful investigation must "be made of the high school,
its equipment and facilities, its classrooms, its present teaching
staff and the attitudes of the teachers, the size of the school, end
the area from which it draws its students.
It must he determined whether the curriculum is to he
planned for a regular four-year high school or for a secondary school
system which has the junior high school. Dhvioasly different problems
in details of the curriculum will occur, a3 regards correlation and
articulation in accordance with the system of secondary education.
These and many other details must he found out "by a survey
before any constructive planning can be done for a specific town.
Equal in importance to this local town conditions survey
is the study of the trades and industries in the city itself. In
commercial education the fact that the town itself is not industrial
does not have so much hearing on the offerings of the commercial
curriculum as it does in the case of the industrial work. However,
in determining the amount of cooperative work to he done, it is help*-
ful to know the extent to which opportunity to do thi3 work will be
available in the local community.
If there are enough pupils to demand a commercial
curriculum, it should be offered regardless of the fact that they may
have to go outside the town for employment. It is part of their
privilege to get the kind of education they want, if it is for the
"best interests of the community to give it to them at public expense.
-35-

however, and suited to the requirements of that kind of work to warrani
the expense involved* Even if large numbers of students wanted the
work, it might not he advisable to rive it if there were no local
opportunities for employment, or if the students seeking the training
were decidedly not the type that "businessmen would be likely to employ.
It all will depend on local conditions. _>uch students are easily
detected by the teacher. Of course in real democratid education which
calls for equal opportunity for all, it might be argued that even these
should be given the training they desire* Common sense must prevail,
howeverj ideals may reach the extreme.
Local business conditions and needs::should be considered as
primary, if they are sufficient to take care of the graduates and
students who leave school. Otherwise the needs of the pupils and the
jobs they have selected by which to make their entrance into business
should dominate the offerings in school.
All the various commercial positions for which the students
will be trained should be analyzed to determine just what qualities
end what kind of training must be given in the school.
These have been preliminary steps in the making of a
curriculum. From these preliminary studies, objectives will be deter—
nined and outlined definitely. The determining of the ultimate
objectives and the specific objectives of immediate use to the students
should next be done.
No attempt i3 made in this report to outline a detailed
-36-
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course of study, ©ill all will depend on the specific cormunity in
which the curriculum is to "be given. The 3ub jectmatter plans 3hould
come as a result of the teacher-conmittee3 working together, however.
They should forget about the subjects that have gone "before, the
subjects that are being offered at present, and should "build up the
new course on actual values. Just the minute a consideration of
present courses of study is f:iven too much weight, then will arise
barriers to the proposed changes. It is hard to abolish old estab-
lished studies, even tho values at present can't be proved. Traditioi
is a high wall "built against change.
Courses of study must "be built from the bottom up—
begin at the seventh grade, earlier if necessary, and plan a six
year course of subjects or divisions of work on the unit plan,
well correlated with each other, each lower step leading definitely
and without any gap to the next higher, and each course being
organized on a psychological arrangement rather thsn the logical.
Former courses have been planned from the point of view of the teachei
who knows the field as a whole and therefore plans from above.
Few courses should be worked out from the. point of view of pupil
progress and activity.
In a general way, subjects that are to be constants like
social science and English must be provided for, then try-out work,
exploratory courses, provision for differentiation, and specializatioj
must be worked out. Cooperative work provisions must be studied and
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arranged for to the greatest extent pos3i"ble, for this is hy far the
moat important training the school pupil can get in ^reparation for
employment
•
Many specific problems must "be worked out. Unit courses
should he amphasized, so that a student who must leave school will
feel that he has gained value from the units he has taken.
Intensive courses for those who must leave school to go
to work must he given some consideration; and many other special
problems must be studied in individual caues.
Teachers working together in groups and committees must
aolve these problems themselves.
The final plan, consolidated and whipped into shape by a
smeller committee, working hy direction and appointment of the larger
body of teachers, 3hould finally submit their plans to the superintendent
and school committee for adoption.
Incidentally, "care should he exercised in writing the
course of study. Al^statements should be made sufficiently precise anc
complete that a teacher will experience no difficulty in understanding
the specifications and directions relative to her work. Since the
members of the committee will become very familiar with the section of
the course of study which they are preparing, they are likely to make
statements that are too abbreviated to be easily understood. They may
even omit entire statements that are essential to a clear understanding.
A course of study will influence the work of a school system only as i1
*c
is understood "by the teachers; and its effectiveness is conditioned
"by the clearness and forcefulness of the writing."
Asaurance should have "been made that within reasonable
limits, the proposed plan will he accepted and approved; else much
incentive in the work will "be lost. It is a discouraging piece of
business to spend all this time mapping out a curriculum for commercia]
students only to have it thrown down by the school committee for
various petty reasons many times. Of course it is not work wasted,
for it will surely have paved the way for future adoption of their
plans; but teachers are human, they don't all work for love, and they
should expect recognition of their planning. Their opinions should be
respected above any others when the problem has been treated impartialljjv
as recommended in this paper.
A flexible, sequential course of 3tudy for commercial
students should be the outcome of this careful investigation, adapted
to the varying needs and capabilities of the pupils and planned to
accomplish its determined objectives in the noat efficient, economical
way possible.
The results of the study should be placed in the hands of
every teacher for her constant reference and thought. Teachera should
be encouraged ever to be on the watch for improvements, and individual
teachers should be urged to keep in close touch with her supervisor and
principal who should listen sympathetically to all suggestions.
It is only by means of these spontaneous recommendations that minor
-40-
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changes are brought about, and no commercial depax-tment should "be
Judged successful that doesn't encourage this freedom on the part of
its teachers.
There are certain general prohleras that must be considered
in connection with the planning of specific sabjectmatter for the
curriculum. These general problems will be taken up briefly, but the
:aution is passed along that a definite policy in connection with
each must be adopted before the specific courses are planned. No
lard and fast rule can be laid down concerning these problems, for they
are matters of general policy which must be adapted to special
:ommunitie3»
The Problem of Individual Differences
The most common problem in every special curriculum is this
one of individual differences. Pupil3 of varying abilities, interests,
and aptitudes are coming into the commercial course in the eighth
grades, not as permanent students, but coming to find out what it is
about, to try it out in some elementary course in business training—
o explore the^field. Provision must be made for these informational
ourses, which will not tie the pupil down to following the commercial
ourse if he finds it not to his liking.
Then, too, of those who decide that the business courses
a,re the field in which they wish to work, some will be interested in
various phases of commercial education. Some will want to be bookkeepers
•t
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some stenographers, some will want general clerical work, office
machine work, or salesmanship; and opportunity 3hould be afforded as
far as possible and as feasible to determining for the student which
of these subdivisions he is most interested in and adapted to.
After that, provision must be made for some intensive
work in this chosen field so that the student will be turned out a wel
equipped worker in that field, fitted to fill a pood initial position.
Society ha3 recognised that it is only thru raising
individual standards and individual accomplishments that social
improvement can be brought about. The purpose of the school system
in to produce better citizens and more efficient members of society.
Schools exist to aid pupils to find their places in the social world
and to realize their own potentialities. Training must be differentia-
and pupils must maintain their individual personrlitiea as far as
possible. '7e don't went a composite mass of like-minded citizens; we
want individuals with their own radical ways of thinking perhaps but
willing to integrate their ideas with those of other citizens, willing
to work ahead toward improvement not towards revolution.
For better grouping of children in schools, intelligence
tests are now available which will determine fairly accurately the
native ^uipment of the child, ^wironment will play its part in
developing thi3 child's abilities, and it is the Job of the school
to furnish an environment favoring correct development along the lines
to which the child is best adapted.
-42-
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This development demands other kinds of testa "besides
plain intelligence testa. It demands accomplishment teata, aptitude
teata, tests of temperament , as well as try-out and exploratory courses
These teata are not all standardized as yet; "but "beginnings have been
nade and the progressive teacher must utilize eveiy means possible to
nnke her instruction and guidance work efficient to the utmost degree
in the case of each individual pupil.
The curriculum maker must have all this in mind, as he
works and plans his program.
Special studies must "be made of troublesome pupils or
problem cases. These will often bring to light special individual
difficulties which the school can easily adjust and eradicate. Ttany
times this will show up in the special survey of the school population
and special adaptations of the curriculum must be made to take care of
them, if there are sufficient numbers to call for the modifications.
The importance of the varying intelligences of the punils
must always be kept in mind. If separate groupings are not possible,
assignments of school work can be differed so that even the slow pupil
will attain the mininura requirement while the bright pupil can enrieh
lis achievements so that he will be kept busy during all his school
time in worthwhile study. If a boy can't keep up with his group and
if he is a detriment to the other pupils in his claas, regardless of
idealistic attitude that says never demote, that boy must be separated
from the group for the best interests of the other members. This

separation must "be a matter for special attention "by the teacher, "but
it must he accomplished in the manner best suited to the individual
case |
An analysis of the pupil's individual needs and capacities
will reduce teaching difficulties and raise the efficiency of the
teaching results. Curriculum adjustments must he made whenever necessajfry
for the development of the greatest number of individuals in the
commercial course. This is another reason why the curriculum plan
must be flexible; and no intelligent curriculum can te planned unless
the makers are well informed and have taken a decided stand in the
matters of individual differences.
A study, of the pupil, a 3tudy of the ,ioh, and then a
comhination of both studies in the planning of a commercial
curriculum cannot fail to bring greater success as measured "by
actual results.
The Problem of Guidance
Closely allied with this problem of individual differences
ia that of guidance. It is not exactly the work of the commercial
curriculum to plan a guidance program for its students; but just as
every teacher 13 a guide so the curriculum maker must remember that
if no other provision is me.de for guidance in the school system, he
must provide for it in his plan for the commercial course. Guidance,
as well as the equally important placement and follow-up work, must he
done, and no rood commercial curriculum can be planned independently
of thio imnoctnnt phftue of voootioiml trnining i to^afc— muat work in
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ooperetion with the representatives of this department to their
itmost •
Dr. Jesse B. Davis defines vocational guidance as "a
>rocess of drawing out from the pupil knowledge of himself, of opening
ill eyes to see the wide field of opportunity that is "before him, and
)f developing in him the elements of character that make for a
iucceosful life. It is thus a problem of self-development and not a
lere matter of information or giving of advice."
uidance with the specific work of commercial education, states:
'ocational guidance must not end when vocational education begins,
'hru the latter, the former may he carried on most effectively once the
"ield of commerce is chosen by a pupil. 'Thru, his various business
raining activities, his real aptitudes and interests should be revealed,
\\t least as far as they indicate probable success in any particular
I spect of business management. Vocational guidance courses parallel
ilth, but independent of vocational training actually begun, tend to
i.pset judgments already formed and in a sense to defeat the purposes
if the whole vocational guidance program. Counselors and other
ocational guidance workers must be brought to a fo.ll realization of the
'act that the effectiveness of their work can be greatly increased by
dnning the cooperation of vocational teachers in the furtherance of
guidance ends thru proper emphasis on the guidance aspects of vocational
: nstruction.
—
1 Davis, Jesse B. "Vocational ana noral Guidance 1 ' ^lnil k Cu. =
In agreement with this, Professor Nichols, connecting
Boston, 1914

"The greatest service which vocational guidance
workers and commercial teachers can render pupils in connection
with their preparation for a "business career is to nake them aware
of the fact that there can "be no such thing as a finished preparation
for such a career; that "business is a huge, dynamic economic force
which mast be properly directed for the common t ood; that real
success will not necessarily flow from the mere possession of any
particular business skill; and that the most they cnn expect from
their business education is that it will equip them to make the
most of the daily lessons which experience will brine them and
upon the mastery of which the true quality and quantity of their
success will depend." *
Nichols,
F> Cf "Vocational Guidance in Commercial Education
Vocational Guidance Iltgazine, February 19 28

Then oiiull Commercial otudies be C pi-gene ed?
The question of including; work in commercial subjects in the
fcth and 9th grades will depend largely upon the organization of the
particular school system that is "building its connercial curriculum.
If there is provision for intermediate school training, tfi ether in a
distinct junior high school system or whether it is attempted in the
various grammar schools, the question of including preliminary informa- •
tional work in these two grades must be settled before planning any
curriculum* For its answer will determine whether a four year or a
six year curriculum will exist in that school system for commercial
subjects.
It is highly desirable, of course, that these preliminary
courses be given in the Oth grades so that the pupils will know fairly
definitely by the time he reaches the freshman year of the high school,
whether he really wants to follow business courses any further. The
curriculum organizers should plan their courses with this in mind.
A choice, even tho tentative, at that early year will aid the subject-
matter committees materially in mapping out their plans.
If there is a junior high school organization, the
teachers of this group should be working on this new commercial curri-
culum plan in close cooperation with those of the senior high school
system. They must decide just how much work should be done in the 8th
and 9th grades; and these courses must be planned with constant refereiflc
to the whole six-year program 30 that they will be in good sequence
and well correlated with each other. There should be no overlapping
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repetition to "bore students, and no gaps "between subjects. Senior
high school work must "be "built upon the junior high accomplishments
and this can't "be done if the teachers from that school do not help
build the curriculum.
A much "bigger problem is faced in the question:
How ohall We Provide for Students who Leave Without Finishing the Cour >e?
The response of the layman would naturally be, give them a short cours
in skill work that will prepare them for a job. It is in this connec-
tion that the private commercial school claims the best advantage.
These private schools have flourished and will continue to flourish
because they claim to give a student #ust the kind of training he need
for a business position by means of a short intensive course, some-
times lasting only ten months.
They do place their graduates, too; and this fact is a
good argument for attending them in the eyes of the pupil. The majori
of jobs obtained for these pupils, however, have been found thru
investigation to be in clerical v/ork that these boys and girls could
have filled with an equal amount of training in the public high school
if it had a properly organized commercial course that gives training
in junior business work. The high school could place just as many of
its students as the private school does, if it had provisions for the
proper placement work. Thi3 would require careful study and constant
attention —perhaps the full time of a teacher; but it would prove
well worth vdiile.
i
5
1
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This situation causes a serious problem in the mind of
the curriculum-maker.
It is doubtful whether these children who want to take a
short course in their early years of high school know just what they
really want. Certainly their parents don't realize what true
education is when they are insistent in their demands that this
short course be given in the public schools. This is quite a different
matter from the policy outlined at the beginning of this paper,
which stated that the public schools should do everything possible to
include in their training any preparation that was demanded by the
public in recognition of a public need. A definite stand must be
taken in the matter before any good subjectraatter courses can be
planned.
However, with a properly organized commercial coarse-
one that introduces students early in the course to the elementary
training in business and lead3 by gradual stages up to the more
advanced stages, a curriculum organized in units so that each one
completed is of value to the student whether he stays in school for
further training or leaves—this problem of short courses seems taken
care of. The student will be trained for the type of position for
which his age qualifies him and he won't have wasted time trying to
master a subject like shorthand for mhich a pupil in the ninth grade
is not fitted. Thus a student who expects to spend only a year more
in school, can receive a training in school that will prepare him
In practically the same amount of time as a private business school
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for as suitable a job aa he would receive from this "business school*
In public high school, too, the hoy will receive far more training
than the mere knowledge of a "business skill.
V/ith a course so arranged, the school authorities should do
everything possible to sell their high school course and by good
publicity methods in displaying their advantages, appeal to the commoii
sense of parents to show them that the training their children receive
in the high school, free, will fit them for just as good positions as
they receive from the business school, considering the amount of time
they wish to spend in their training.
It is just a case of the belief of the uninitiated that
all a boy or girl has to do is to learn shorthand and typewriting
and his entrance into the business world with eventual success is
assured, nothing is more false. In the first place, a boy fresh fron)
grammar school is usually only thirteen or fourteen years old.
After a short business course, he will be less than fifteen and no
business man will take him as a stenographer. He may be accepted in
some minor clerkship; but mo3t business men even here demur a little
on account of the continuation school laws. For this position, he
probably had enough training upon his graduation from grammar school;
and the smattering of shorthand,, typewriting, or bookkeeping which he
received in his business short course very likely hasn't helped him
much,
A well organized commercial program offering him business
training in the eighth grade will be of great help and should give
him the training he needs for the positions open to him> as well as

pave the way for his possible staying longer in school • Once a boy
starts I curriculum made up of units each one leading forward to the
next and "built up on the foundation 1e id by the preceding unit, he
will be able to realize the value more clearly and will be tempted to
stay a little longer in school, to take just one more.
In this whole matter it would seem to be a question of
educating the parents. The duty of the public school is broader than
that of the private intensive school* The public pays for it3 schools,
to be sure, and it would seem reasonable that if the citizens demand
a shorter two-year course for young students, they should have their
demand satisfied. If their demand is based on .the fact that they
object to spreading two years of training over four years of ti.-.e,
their demand is justified, too.
But society wants well trained, broadminded citizens, as well
as narrowly trained workers* These boys and c-irls are going to be the
citizens of tomorrow; and society must protect itself in trying to
nake all its workers valuable members to society, !Iake them as
adaptable as possible.
The completion of the high school course is the goal toward
which students should be stimulated to strive, in the interest of
freceiving the broadest training for their future duties as citizens.
Phey should want to finish it, and it is the task of the individual
teacher to give them the inspiration and guidance to help them complete
this course. It shouldn't be hard if the teacher ha3 the right kind
wouvoncis do i

of enthusiasm for he:- nrk and if she herself is convinced that thia
ii the proper course* Sbf can't he half-hearted about it, for
pupils i^re quick to iense her lack of decision.
But what, then, will the curriculum planner do to provide
for these pupils vi\o will leave school before finishing—for various
legitimate and illegitimate reasons?
The school must take care of the needs of these pupils hy
improving; courses of study and methods of teaching, not "by merely
trying to get them to stay in school. It has teen pointed out that
the short coarse does not entirely solve this problem in terms of
democratic education.
Jhe organization of the commercial curriculum on the "basis
of units of work to "be accomplished will help solve this problem.
These units can be of varying lengths, depending on the objective of
each and the length of time it will take to achieve this objective,
rhe answer to this will he based on the preliminary studies made hy
the curriculum committees, Each unit should have an assured value
in itself, so that when a pupil finishes it, he vail have acquired
knowledge of one item valuable for him in the "business world. Each
unit of work should have a relation to the other units of the course,
shoald be given in the proper sequence, and should be suited to the
age and experience of the putdls who take it.
On the basis of this organization, pupils could leave
school any time they wanted
—
preferably at the end of a unit of work
and not in the middle—and they should have the assurance that on

leaving they are eligible to enter a business position for which their
training in 3chool has fitted them.
These units of work will make up a correlated course of
study to "be completed "by the four year stadenta; but which can be
partially completed and dropped at any time necessary by students who
cannot stay to graduate. They will give more thoro and more
suitable preparation than the 3hort courses and yet they will be far
easier to administer. 7ith them, it will not be necessary to adminis-
ter two separate courses, the 2-year and the 4-year. Ideals and aims
will be the 3ame and it can't help but react favorably on the vigor
of the teaching and the interest and enthusiasm of the pupils.
Then, again, the pupil will no longer be in an isolated
group of short-course students. If he enters such a course, he is
pretty apt to leave it at the completion. If he enters the course
organized in units in proper sequence, he is apt to be inclined to
stay longer then he v/ould have in the original short course, especiall.
'
if he has been led to realize the fact that education in other than a
few skill subjects is worthwhile.
The whole problem is a matter of convincing your teaching
staff to get their whole hearted cooperation and enthusiasm, and this
should not be hard if they are co-worker3 in the plan to reorganize
their commercial curriculum. At the same time, begin your job of
influencing your students to realize the advantages of this modern
school organization over the stilted, narrow short-course organization
No more convincing argument could be offered than the results of the
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preliminary survey of the jot>a held at the present time by hoys and
girls of sixteen or under in your community. The result v.lll show
pretty conclusively that these jobs are not the sort that require high:
y
specialized training. Those jobs remain for the "better educated, more
nature applicant.
with a well organized guidance program and placement work,
the public commercial high school course, can place it3 students when
they leave school—either upon graduation or upon completion of any
unit; and if the "business men and parents have the confidence they
should have in the high school organized on this modern, effective
basis, they will come to demand the high school student to the young
student who haare just graduated from a one-year short course*
The short course should not he confused, however, with
the intensive training that a pupil is entitled to receive just "before
he leaves school to take a job. In accordance with good modem
psychology, the most effective, purposeful work in practice is accom-
plished when the material being drilled upon is to be u3ed immediately.
If a pupil must leave school, he 3hould be allowed to transfer to a
short, intensive course for immediate preparation. Under a unit course
organization, this will be possible and the administration of such
intensive courses will be very easy. Former Superintendent of Schools
of Boston, Ilr. Frank Thompson emphasized this need strongly in his work
for commercial education. "Every commercial course, whether of one
year's duration or of four should have an intensified period for the
pupil immediately before he expects to ^o into commerce." ^
_______
1 Thompson, Frank V. High School Commercial Education World Book Co»
Chapter V NewYor :, 1915
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This of course is a problem for the subject matter
planner to take care of when she plans specific courses of instructior
There is another kind of intensive work that is sometimes
called for in the high school and which the curriculum planner must
upon
either include or exclude in her plan. It is a general policy/which
she must have a decided opinion. This is the question of including
in the curriculum special courses for graduates of the general high
school course who want to come tack to high school for a post
graduate year in "business subjects
.
Such courses are highly desirable and should he included
in the curriculum plans, if there are funds and facilities available
for their inclusion.. The needs of the regular four year students must
he taken care of first, however, and these students should "be provided
for only after the needs of the regulars have been adequately settledi
Some of the unit courses are easily adaptable to 3uch work; and if
there is room in them, no definite provisions need be made foTthese
graduate students in the commercial curriculum. They will 3imply fit
into the various units which they wish to elect.
The course would be an added school expense, however,
and special arrangements for graduate students are not justified unles
financial conditions in the community are favorable. 'There there is
not perfect adjustment for these students in the regular unit courses,
the need is to fit a group so small that there must be some pretty
strong conditions in the community arguing for this special course
before it can be included in school administration with justice.
•
s

- Intensive training denands greater purpose, greater appre-
ciation of the meaning of the school* greater determination to over-
come the hard places, and a steadfast ideal. If the curriculum organi2)|ers
decide to introduce this distinct, graduate program, it should en-
courage its students to go out and get a little experience in the
business world first. That experience is unique in the training it
gives, in the incentives it arouses, and it would insure the success
of the graduate course. 'Che presence of these students wbuld have a
good influence on undergraduates. The uniformity of purpose of these
older students would help any undergraduate who might he transferred tc
the intensive courses for special reasons; and once again the whole
idea of the graduate year has reverted to the same curriculum as that
of the course planned to take care of undergraduate students.
In present day school planning, it is hard to discuss the
needs of a special intensive course that could not he met adequately
in the undergraduate unit work.
Teachers, supervisors, sjnd principals will have their
hands full in planning and caring for the needs of undergraduate
students in commercial courses. The post-graduate year is ideal;
hut impractical and not needed under present proposed arrangements
of sequential unit courses. Therefore the idea should he shelved by
curriculum organizers until money "becomes too plentiful for regular
school requirements.
-56-
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oha.ll Provisions be : rade for College ~frit ranee ?
This whole question will revive the dispute "between the
academic, the commercial , and the vocational fans as to where
commercial education fits in the school scheme. Obviously, the answer
should he a pointed "no" and yet there are few school men today who
are willing to take this definite stand.
Investigations have shown that while colleges of "business
administration and of practical arts are primarily vocational in
character, they prefer their students to enter from college preparator;
!
courses; and they give limited entrance credit to commercial courses
taken in high school. In other words, they prefer to give their own
vocational training.
The curriculum maker must form a policy on the question to
suit his own school needs before he can atteiipt to plan out his sub jec
matter courses.
Pha main objective of a commercial course ia to prepare purils
to enter a commercial position with reasonable prospects of being
successful. "Phis success is brought about thru the training they
receive in school-*-tJieir general education, their general business
knowledge, their occupational intelligence, their social intelligence,
their initial occupational 3kill thru which they first enter business,
their attitude toward their life work, and the ethical standards upon
which their life work is built.
All these results must be brought about by their school
-*
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experienced and study if possible; and neither the principal nor the
teacher can ever lose sight of any one in planning their courses of
,
study and their sub jectmatter. In the accomplishment of these aims,
there is snple work to occupy the entire thojght, planning, and super-
vision of every member of the commercial teaching staff* They will
have no time to thikk along other lines. Preparation for college is
another distinct aim, unless the commercial courses in themselves
can he made so successful, no well taught, and so thoroly organized
that the colleges will he glad to accept them for credit.
You can do only one thing successfully at a time. To try
to do two well, will cause hal f-hearted effort and divided enthu-
siasm somewhere along the line. The decision to he reached first ia:
Y/hat do we want to accomplish most by our commercial course? Then,
plan for its accomplishment and stick to these plans. ITothing
should interfere.
In the case of the college preparatory course, its main
objective ia preparation for college entrance. It holds steadfastly
to thi3 aim; and for successful achievement of this purpose, a student
who wants to go to college would not dream of enrolling in any other
course. Certainly he should not enter the commercial course and expec ;
to be prepared adequately; and certainly those enrolled in a commercial,
course are entitled to equal whole-hearted efforts and enthusiasm on
the part of their teachers to prepare them for business life. r,hen
the commercial curriculum succeeds in attaining a similar steadfastnes »
4<:
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of purpose a 3 the college preparatory departments have, and When its
supervisors hold their purposes equally as high, then there can he no
question us to the advisability of preparing for college in the
commercial curriculum.
Nichols sent out questionnaires to 634 colleges on the ques-
tion of allowing credits for college entrance in commercial subjects.
He found that college schools of commerce prefer college trained pupil
"being decidedly desirous of giving the initial business training in
their own institution. It is for preparation for these colleges that
the only legitimate argument for including college preparation as an
aim of commercial education could he incloded, and since they take
this position, it would 3eem to "break down the last argument for its
incl osion.
However, if the high schools will make their courses as well
organized as possible, taught by teachers just as well if not tetter
trained than academic teachers, with equally high standards, the
colleges will gradually come to recognize their attainments and will
be more receptive to the idea of giving entrance credit for them.
V/hen credit is given for commercial subjects for entrance
to college at present, ITichols found that it was only on a basis of a
flree elective. "Those \«ho believe that an enriched and broadened
commercial curriculum ia demanded for the great number of pupils
preparing for commercial occupations will be willing to struggle along
without the satisfaction of college recognition at the expense of
-59-
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freedom to develop commercial curricula that will meet the needs of tide
majority of high school commercial boys and girls'' he concludes. *
If a "boy wants to prepare for college—even if he has only
a remote idea that he may go—he should enter the college preparatory
course. Every hit of guidance and help preliminary to his choice sho ild
he given to him. He should he made to understand that hi3 choice is
not unchangeable, hut if he does change his mind he must realize
that it must he at his own expense and not at the school's. He
must not expect the commercial course to give him the English, the
science, the foreign language, the mathematics, and the history that
he would get in the college course; and he must understand that if thtu
his own lack of foresight and planning, he has made the wrong choice,
he must take the consequences on his own shoulders.
If, after he embarks on the commercial course, he decides
that this course is not to his liking and that he wants to go to
college, then he should he the one to suffer hy his original indecision;
and I am not so 3ure that he will suffer, except perhaps that he may
have to spend a little longer time in school or in outside study to
catch up. Provision should he made, however, for transfer between
courses with as little loss to the pupil as possible.
If "business men could agree among themselves in the same
way as the colleges do a 3 regards preparation for entrhjice into
business, commercial curricula would be whipped into shape more
quickly and decisively; hut never let the day arrive when the
-60-
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commercial courses will be ruled as the colleges dominate the
college preparatory courses today I
• In short, you cannot mix the two aims. You must decide
before you plan any of your specific courses of study just what
you want to do and then do it. The minimum requirements of Ulnglish,
science and other subjects needed for college entrance should be
entirely disregarded in organizing the commercial curriculum
except insofar as they are needed in the fulfillment of the aims of
your commercial course. Those aims alone should be the censors as
to the inclusion or exclusion of subjects.
The Importance of Good Teaching
These are the major problems of policy that must be
discussed and decided upon before any specific studies can be made
for drawing up the detailed course of study in the various subjects.
These preliminary studies and discussions must precede since they
furnish the objectives which constitute a fundamental phase of a
course of study.
After subjectmatter has been decided upon, it must be
remembered that good methods, of teaching are paramount to the success
of the scheme, and good methods of teaching depend upon careful
selection of teachers.
Teachers must have good educational background, they should
# hare had some practical e:;p er ibnce In the busine^j •.oild, they
must be actively interested not only in business but in boys and
girls, and they mu3t have a good knowledge of the present-day demands

and opportunities of the business world. They must keep in close
touch with commerce. It is alwtys changing, as also are economic and
social conditions. Hew curriculum nrohleras are constantly being creat
therefore, and for this reason we 3hall never "be able to finish the
task of c ons tructing our curriculum on a scientific "basis. ^
Teachers who do not keep abreast of the times in "business
will ooon "be hopelessly enmeshed in an out-of-date attitude which will
tend to decrease pupil interest in their couroes and will lower the
enthusiasm they themselves in their work. '.Then it is time for them
to resign.
"The commercial teacher should seek to understand and
practice the functional part of commercial education in a complete
scheme of education, even as "business men and women should seek to
understand and practice the functional part of "business in the
complete social life of mankind. It is then and not until then
that we shall begin to realize in a larger measure the educational
p
possibilities of commercial education."
In this connection it must be reiterated that teachers of
commercial sibjects must build up their own prestige. There is just
as much general educational value and the so-called "culture" in a
well taught commercial subject as there is in any other study.
President Eliot has said, "Culture can no longer imply a knowledge of
everything. It must be content with general knowledge of some things
and a real raajtery of some small portion of the human st ore
< d
Monroe, Walter 3. "Making a Coarse of Study" p 3
2 Lomax, Paul S. "Commercial Teacher Traini: g" Journal of Comm. Lk
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what portion or portions of the infinite homn store are most proper
to the cultivated man? The answer must lie: Those which enable him,
with his individual personal qualities, to deal Lest and sympathize
most with nature and with other human beings. It i3 here that the
passion for service must fuse with the passion for knowledge."
Sherson has said that training of the hand as well as of
the eyes end ears was essentially a part of the cultured man.
Teachers should he aware of this and should strive to
raise their stnndards for their courses and their teaching so that the^
can no longer be designated "the dumping place for the inferior and
mediocre." 7/henever the discussion of culture in any subject comes
up I think of a paragraph written by Dean Eugene Davenport at the
University of Illinois some year3 ago when he was asked to give a short
talk on culture to a group of teachers:
I am asked "'.'/hat is culture?"
I do not know, hut its essence I am sure
Lies in a certain nobility
And refinement of character
That eludes description
But is known instinctively by all men.
It requires neither riches
llor special training
To be appreciated;
For "the common people heard Him gladly."
I had a friend
Known and loved by scores
Both rich and poor,
V/ho never heard that he wa3
A critical scholar in many languages.
-4
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I had another,
A "barber with little schooling,
7/ho spent hia life in a little city,
But who radiated refinement daily
And who left more of vision
In the school his children attended
And of "beauty
In the cemetery where he lies "buried
Jhan had all who had gone "before.
Both had culture;
For "both had character.
The one life was richer
And broader than the other
And could give more of service;
But they were equally "beautiful.
This is all I know about culture
Except some of the absurd things
That are said about it
And the artificial claims to its possession.
*******
7ith all this in mind, plean your curriculum seriously,
independently, and carefolly. Try a course of study out for a
year or so in order that its imperfections may be loiovai and so
that ha3ty, ill-advised changes may be avoided. Keep it rather
conservative, once settled upon, so that respect for it will be
sustained; but keep it flexible so that it can keep up with
progress
.
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Welch, Amon 7. Some Observations on Secondary Li-egg Pub. C
Commercial Education ITew York, 19 fc4
Written from point of view of a man who v/ants shorthand in school
"An adequate course of instruction in shorthand art is a liberal
course in English"—this is illustrative of the author's extreme
statements in di3cu3sing various surveys. In evaluating subjects
again, we find a discussion of Gregg shorthand as an eojoivalent o:
2 years course in foreign language. Brings it down to the 7th grflde
in his suggested curriculum.. Best suggestion of the book is his
argument in favor of more individual work.
Nichols, F. G. C orame re ia_l Educ at i on
Chapter in Book by Black et Al. entitled "Paths to Success" 247-
Defines place of commercial education in school propram, outlines
vocational objectives. Gives suggested fields for specialization
and outlines good plan for a specific curriculum. Discusses valu<
of the various school subjects in their relation to commercial
training.
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Douglass, Aubrey A
. Secondary Education Houghton HifflJIn Co.
19 27
A recently published book on general principles of modern
"secondary education. Emphasizes problems in reorganization
and the cardinal principles in their relation to aims, objectives,
and materials of specific subjects of secondary education.
Snecial section on commercial education.
Koos, Leonard V. The American Secondary School Ginn & Co.
II. T. , 1927
A modern discussion, stressing aims and functions.
Discusses commercial training only in its relation to the
general scheme.
Inglis, Alexander Principles of Secondary Education Houghton, T!if:qtLin Co,
1916
Used only as a general reference. Section dealing with vocational
education, including commercial, is a valuable discussion of the
way commercial training ought to "be organized and administered*
Johnson, Charles H. The ITodern High School Charles Scribnlfer's Sons
Boston, 1914
A general hook, written "by various authorities.
Chapter 7 deals with relation of high school to industrial life of
the community and emphasizes necessity for close, intimate relati
Chapter 24 "by Meyer Bloomfield discusses vocational guidance and
need for improving our school courses so a3 to hold the pupil
interest. Shows the poor type of jobs they enter on leaving
school early.
ttiscellaheous SHOT?? ARTICLES
1926 Yearbook of the Eastern Commercial Teacher's Association, Hew
Good section by H. Kilpatrick on A Philosophy of Commercial
U.S. Bureau of Education Bulletins
#35 Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education 1918
§55 Business Education in Secondary Schools 1919
#12 Secondary Education in 1921 and 1922 1923, Comm. Ed
f 4 College Sntrc: c ? Credits i. Commercial Subjects, Comm. Ed
Baltimore Bulletin of Education December 1926 Yol.VIIf3
Commercial Education, by Clyde B. Edgeworth
Points out advantages of try-out and exploratory courses and
need of easy cross-over if wrong choice is made. Effect of
guidance has improved caliber of students.
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Federal Board for Vocational "udu.ca.tion Bulletins
#23 Commercial Occupations; Opportunities Monograph
Vocational Behatilitat ion February 1919
#24 Commercial Education, Its Organization and Administration
Pages 37-49
#29 federal Aid for Commercial Education Available under
liecent Interpretation of the Smith-Hughes Act
by Layton Hawkins
National Jociety for Vocational Education 1919
#34 Organization of Commercial Education by F. C. ..uchols, 191!
Outlines history • Condemns great variation in teachers,
courses, and standards, stresses need for connection with
vocational, rather than academic. Adequate supervision
and direction needed. Outlines suggested course of study.
#54 Survey of Junior Commercial Occupations "by F. C. Nichols, 1928
Deals with continuation school problaa only.
By personal interview method, not questionnaire, gained
information as to type of positions open to these young
boys who leave school early,
Los Ar-geles High School Commercial iyllahus By 3d. of Education
Los Angeles, Cal., 192
Discusses result of survey of commercial education and
• proposed courses of study to give "better attainment of aims
St. Louis Commercial Courses of Study By Bd. of Education
St* Louis, Ho., 1926
V/ell worth careful examination "by the curriculum maker.
Similar to Los Angeles scheme.
National Society for Vocational Education: Bull. #36, New York, 1925
Emphasizes importance of training good commercial teachers.
Stresses commercial education as vocational, for the great
mass of young people who must earn e living. Defends
private school.
Nichols, F. G. A New Conception of Office Practice Harvard Ed. B\|ll.#XII
Emphasizes need for more specific analysis of requirements
of joba attcl getting a good plan to pass along this
training to students. Little relation "between the quality
of clerical work "being done "by office clerks and the busines-ls
training they receive in school.
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Study of Beginning Office Positions for Young 'Vomen Chicago, 1925
by Anne 3. Davis Voc. Guidance Bureau, Occ. studies, #5
Emphasizes need for general clerical work for young students
who leave school rather than trying to give them skill training
in stenography. Jot analysis of junior office positions.
High School Curriculum in Commercial Education
by Carter V. Good, In Journal of Commercial Education, November ]
Discusses objectives and subjects now offered in schools.
Gives frequency table. Calls attention to need for more definite
terminology in commercial education.
College Credit for Commercial Subjects
by F. G. Nichols, In Journal of Commercial Education, Nov. 1927
Gives results of questionnaire sent to 634 colleges.
116 give no credit for shorthand and typewriting.
367 allow l/2 to 4 units—the usual free elective credits.
Dull Pupil in Commercial Courses
by E.L.Osgood, In Spotlights on Commercial Education, published
by Ginn & Co. These pupils are now kept in school by stricter
school laws, ambitious parents and inability to get jobs.
Reviews experiment with low I. Q. students in Ifew York City school.
Educational Opportunities for Young Vforkers ITacmillan Co.
New York, 1926
A study conducted by the Carnegie Foundation.
Historical sketch of trade education and the development of
compulsory school law. Not especially valuable for this
particular study, but an interesting book.
An Analysis of Secretarial Duties and Traits "Williams & V/ilkir
By V« if. Charters and I1B. Thitley Hew York, 19}
An investigation by questionnaire method of the duties and traits
of these workers. Emphasizes need for practical business clerice
training. "Duties performed are determined by the job rather
than by previous training." Stresses fact that quality and
broadness of training should come in last years, not early years
of school.
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